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Structure of the
International Association of Coaching Institutes (ICI)
The ICI was founded in 2001 with its sister association IN for supporting excellent ethics and
quality standards in Coaching. It has a Board of Directors, Presidents in Countries with many
members, Ambassadors, Commissions, highly qualified and seal entitled “Coach Master
Trainer, ICI”, cooperation with accredited Universities, IN&ICI World Congresses, and qualified
professional members in more than 57 countries worldwide.

The Vision
The ICI stands for using Coaching:
1. for contributing to a peaceful world where everybody wants to belong to
2. for excellent communication inside people in the sense of inner peace of mind, self actualisation and living one’s potential
3. for excellent communication between people for mutual understanding and highest results in reaching goals that are good for everybody on planet earth

The Mission
The ICI stands:
1. for offering an association where members can learn from each other (best practice)
2. for bridging effective practical application of Coaching with academic education, theory
and research
3. for providing people who search for a Coaching Training or professional Coach with
relevant info
4. for excellent ethics and quality standards in Coaching
5. for organizing exciting NLP & Coaching World Congresses for excellent communication
and personal growth: www.IN-ICI.net/congress.php

1. Board of Directors
The ICI Board of Directors is responsible for the general Vision and Mission of the ICI, for all
issues of the ethics and quality standards and for the further development of the ICI. The chair
is Nandana Nielsen from Germany as President of the ICI. The other members are Arline Davis
from Brazil, Dr. Ricardo Roberto Saavedra Hidalgo from Mexico and Karl Nielsen from Germany: www.coaching-institutes.net/static/boardOfDir.php

2. ICI Presidents and Vice-Presidents
The ICI Presidents are responsible for the ethics and quality standards in their country. They
have special privileges and responsibilities. For more details please see the Presidents website
with their ICI Vision and Mission for their Country: www.coaching-institutes.net/show/praesi.php

3. ICI Ambassadors
The ICI Ambassadors are special representatives of the ICI in their country with special privileges and responsibilities: www.coaching-institutes.net/show/praesi.php
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4. Standard Commissions
The members of an ICI Standard Commission are responsible for special areas within the ICI.
At the moment we have the following Commissions: Ethics & Curricula (incl. CPD & Complaint
Procedure), NLP & Coaching World Congresses.

5. Developmental Commissions
For the further development of IN & ICI we have the following Developmental Commissions:
1. Using 10% new technologies like webinars instead of present training
2. Supervision and Guidance for “Basic NLP Master Trainer, IN”
3. Core Competencies for all IN/ICI NLP & Coaching qualifications
4. New names for the titles of the ICI qualifications
5. Using questionnaires before and after a training
Please contact the Chair if you would like to be part of one of the experimenting Developmental
Commissions. Only those who are in the experimenting Developmental Commissions group are
allowed to use and explore these new variations.

6. “Coach Master Trainer, ICI” (seal entitled, fee required)
The ICI has 3 levels of “Coach Master Trainer, ICI”.
1. Head of an "Experienced ICI Member Institute" for “Coach Master Trainer, ICI” who have
already conducted 7 Coach standard trainings (“Coach, ICI” with 30 days each).
2. "Coach Master Trainer, ICI" in cooperation with an "Experienced ICI Member Institute"
who supports her/him during her/his first 7 Coach standard trainings (“Coach, ICI” with
30 days each)..
3. "Coach Master Trainer, ICI" as additional trainer at an "Experienced ICI Member Institute" with the right to seal in the name of this Institute under the responsibility of the Institutes leader.
A “Coach Master Trainer, ICI “ has as prerequisite for his appointment at least 1.110 hours of
Coaching training experience. A Head of an experienced ICI Member Institute at least 1.740
hours. For more details please see the website of the ICI: www.coaching-institutes.net

7. Members on all other Coach qualification levels (free of charge)
The ICI has the following levels of Coach qualifications:
1. "Fundamental Coaching Skills, ICI": 60 hours/8 days face to face training
2. "Advanced Fundamental Coaching Skills, ICI ": 92 hours/12 days face to face training
3. "Expert Fundamental Coaching Skills, ICI ": 130 hours/18 days face to face training
4. "Coach, ICI": 220 hours/30 days face to face training
5. "Master Coach, ICI": 405 hours/56 days face to face training
Special standard focus areas connected to theses qualification levels like: "life", "business",
"sport", "sales" or "health", and special other qualification levels like: “team” or “systemic”.
For more details: www.coaching-institutes.net/static/standards.php
For an overview about all available PDFs please see the PDF: “ICI Membership Benefits”.
Membership Benefits: www.coaching-institutes.net/advantages
Membership Application: www.coaching-institutes.net/membership
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